Note: I have had a query about the Turkish entry into the war. We are using a house rule that if the
Axis can completely clear North Africa and the Middle East (European map) of all Allied ground
forces, then the presence of 4 German Corps on the southern Turkish border will allow Germany to
align Turkey. We are not asking anyone else to use this – we just feel it is semi-realistic, gives the
Axis a reason to commit to the Eastern Mediterranean and gives another twist to Barbarossa.
We have also decided (from this turn) to use the modified “In the presence of the enemy” house
rule published on capitalwif.wikidot.com. In essence, this replaces the standard optional rule by
making the player spend an additional movement point when surface ships enter a sea area
containing an enemy supplied major port. This extra movement cost can be nullified if there is a
friendly surface ship or plane in the sea area at the start of the impulse.

September/October 1942
Reinforcements
USSR

Kharkov
Sverdlovsk
Saratov
Gorki
Dnep.
Stalingrad
Rostov
Irkursk
Tashkent
Astrakhan
Stalino
Bryansk
Krasnodar
Moscow

MIL
ARM
MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL
MOT
MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL
ART
MIL
LND3
HQ(I)
LND4
Pilot

(7-2)
4th Guard (9-5)
(5-3)
(2-3)
(4-2)
(3-2)
1st (7-4)
(6-3)
(5-2)
(2-3)
(4-3)
(5-3)
(3-3)
152mm Artillery Division (5-2)
(3-3)
IL-4
Vatutin (7(8)3)
Pe-8

Note: USSR received 3 pilots in July/August 1942 (I forgot to include them)
A brand new Petlyakov Pe-8 heavy
bomber leaves its construction
hangar on the outskirts of Moscow.
These planes were designed to be
used as strategic bombers, but with
Russian troops being overwhelmed
at the front it is almost certain that
these planes will be used to hit
German military formations.
China

ChungKing
Lan Chow

INF
CAV

1st Yoke (6-3)
Cavalry Division (1-5)

C/wealth

London
Plymouth
S/hampton
Glasgow
Sheffield
Belfast
Ottawa
Melbourne
Bombay
Calcutta

BB
NAV3
CL
CA
2xBB
CVP1
CV
INF
INF
HQ(I)
Territorial
2xPilot

“Barham”
“Beaufighter”
“Phoebe”
“Berwick”
“Howe”, “Duke of York”
“Swordfish” (to reserve)
“Implacable” (CVP1 “Albacore” from reserve)
4th Canadian (6-3)
2nd Australian (7-3)
Mountbatten (4(3)2)
Indian (3-3)

HMS “Implacable” sails from Belfast harbour.
With her full complement of 54 aircraft
(currently “Albacores”) she will help offset the
problems experienced by the Royal Navy
following the sinking of three carriers earlier in
the war.
USA

Washington
Boston
Houston
New York
Chicago
Minneapolis
Los Angeles
San Francisco

Seattle

SUB
CL
2xTRS
2xCP
ART
MOT
2xATR
2xSUB
2xCVL
CA
CL
2xBB
2xCL
4xCVP1
SUB
2xPilot

to construction pool
“Atlanta”

4.5 inch Artillery Division (4-4)
IX (7-5)
C-47 “Dakota” (UK – to reserve), C-46 “Commando”
“San Jacinto”, “Princeton” (both to const. pool)
“London” (UK)
“Aurora” (UK)
New Jersey”, “Alabama”
“Montpelier”, “San Juan”
2xTBF-1, 2xSBD-5

In addition, two bombers (B-25 “Mitchell” and A-22 “Maryland”) are released from
reserve, provided with pilots and placed in Boston.
Germany

Riga
Magdeburg
Stettin
Dusseldorf
Essen
Munich
Hannover
Hamburg
Stettin
Berlin

GARR
MIL
MIL
FTR2
FTR3
FTR2
LND3
ASW
ASW
MOT
3xPilot

SS (5-1)
(3-2)
(4-2)
Bf 109G2
Bf 110G
Me 210
Ju 290A
(to construction pool)
(to construction pool)
LXVI (8-5)

Italy

Japan

Rome
Taranto
L a Spezia

ARM
TRS
BB
2xCL
Territorial
Pilot

Kyoto

INF
2xPilot

Corazzata (7-5)
“Lepanto”
“Etna”, “Germanico”
Kenya (3-3)

14th (6-4)

In addition, a D3A1 NAV and a D3A1 CVP1 are released from reserve, provided with
pilots and placed in Osaka and Nagoya respectively.

Resource Lending
Italy’s factories will continue at full production for the foreseeable future as Germany’s eastward
expansion brings the riches of the Ukraine under its control, increasing its excess of raw material
over production capacity.
The USA is still reluctant to risk sea transportation of valuable resources or manufactured items,
despite the lull in Axis submarine attacks. Stalin’s pleas for assistance are met with assurances that
all that is possible is being done and that the USSR should hold on for winter.

Initiative

Axis dr = 4
Axis dr = 8

Allies dr = 6
Axis challenge, initiative moves to +1 Allies
Allies dr = 1(+1) Axis choose to go first

Note: I realised after posting the last AAR that I stated at the end of Impulse 10 that Initiative stayed
at +1 Allies. Of course, when the Allies challenged for July/August initiative it changed to Even.

Impulse 1 (Axis)

Push through the Ukraine continues

Weather dr = 5

Rain, Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair (1)

The Italian flagship “Caio Diulio” leads the fleet
from Port Said, heading for the Persian Gulf

Ammiraglio Bergamini responds to Il Duce’s
demands to clear the seas of the Royal Navy by
sending strong forces to sea from the Regia
Marina forward base at Port Said. Led by the
battleship “Caio Duilio”, five cruisers and two
light cruisers (together with a submarine flotilla)
escort troopships loaded with marines into the
Persian Gulf. The rest of the fleet (four
battleships, four cruisers, three light cruisers and
three submarine flotillas) heads into the Arabian
Sea, where it fails to locate the patrolling HMS
“Cornwall”.

Meanwhile, in the comparative safety of the Mediterranean, the battleship “Lepanto”, on her
maiden voyage, joins up with the light cruiser “Barbiano”. Together they escort a brand new group
of troopships to pick up a Rome-based militia unit in the Red Sea.

Army Group North prepares to push deeper into Russia. Although the Red Army has been
pushed back, it is retreating in good order and losses have been manageable. There is little
doubt it is still capable of inflicting serious damage should the Germans become careless.
West of Stalino a valiant group of I-15(bis) fighters turn back a force of far superior Bf 110E fighter
bombers, but there is no air defence over Dnepropetrovsk and a geschwader of Stukas hits the 3rd
Army, leaving it badly shaken. A unit of Kiev militia (which has been cut off from its base) is now the
only solid defence of the city.
With the recent Russian pullback leaving vast gaps in the lines, VII Armoured Corps races along the
edge of the Pripet marshes, until the muddy conditions caused by the rain in the north slow it down.
Simultaneously, the Finns, who are also experiencing difficulty in the wet conditions, march
southwards from Karelia, with mechanised and ski units reaching the outskirts of Novgorod. II Corps
remains in Murmansk to keep supply lines open.
Further south, most of the armour which participated in the capture of Sevastopol heads out of the
Crimea and back into the Ukraine, ready to assist in the onslaught on remnants of the Dniepr line.
The exception is XXVII Motorised, which crosses the Kerch Straits unopposed and moves to the outer
suburbs of Krasnodar.
Also moving deeper into the USSR are the Fallschirmjaegers of II Para, who emerge from the swamps
on the coast of the Black Sea and push into the mountains east of Sukumi.

The isolation of Kiev continues, with the 59th Infantry Army being wiped out despite a desperate
counter-attack east of the city. It inflicts heavy casualties on the attackers, with XVII Corps taking
the brunt of the damage (2BPs). Both it and a 105mm artillery unit which assisted in the attack are
completely exhausted and immobilised. (dr = 12)
A TB-3 of the Zveno Projekt prepares to take
off with a pair of I-16 fighters slung under its
wings. Although Russian hopes are high, they
will not perform up to expectations and, with
air losses mounting, the experiment is halted.

Southeast of Dnepropetrovsk another air battle sees hundreds of Messerschmitt Bf 109Es shoot
down several squadrons of long range I-16(SPB) fighter/bomber combinations, though the pilots are
rescued. VVS decides that, while promising, the risks entailed in the Zveno Project are too high, and
no more will be produced. The failure of the fighters to clear the skies causes a follow up Il-4
bomber formation to abort its support mission, though a hardier group of Pe-8s do make it to the
battle. There they mingle with Ju 87D dive-bombers supporting the German assault. The courage of
the Russian pilots is rewarded, as despite being vastly outnumbered, the 4th Guards Mechanised
Army survives the attack, although it withdraws to Moscow to recuperate (4BPs, shattered). (dr= 17)
The critical battle in the opening days of September is an attack on the 1st Motorised Army. This unit
has been tasked with holding the rear of the city of Dnepropetrovsk, and it is supported by a militia
unit from the city. The Germans can only attack it on a 200km front, and STAVKA hopes success
here will slow the German onslaught. The VVS is ordered to send in every available plane, as it is
known that the Luftwaffe cannot provide fighter cover over the battlefield. Fortunately for the
Germans, an 88mm anti-air division drives off a group of SB-2RK dive-bombers. But 600 Tb-3 and
Pe-2 bombers do get through to support the ground troops. To assist, Marshall Koniev, who is
nearby, authorises the release of supplies from his headquarters unit. But all is in vain. Superb
leadership (dr=25!) gives the attackers a complete victory. The militia unit is eliminated, and the 1st
Motorised is pulled back to Tashkent to regroup and rebuild (1BP, shattered). No losses are
reported by the German forces involved, and all commanders indicate their units are able to
continue the advance.
Having driven off a
large group of Russian
dive bombers, troops
of an 88mm antiaircraft division relax.
With the Red Army
now on the run, they
will have to abandon
their temporary
fortified positions and
limber up again for
the advance.

West of Baku, IX SS Mechanised is finally in position to launch an attack. It is less than successful, as
although the 8th Guards takes casualties (2BPs), it is able to retreat east towards the oilfields, hotly
pursued by I Infantry Corps and XLIX Mountain Corps. IX SS remains in position, also having taken
losses (1BP).
Aware that a lack of air power is proving to be problem on the Turkisch Front, the Luftwaffe orders
newly commissioned Ju 290A heavy bombers to rebase from their assembly airfields just out of
Hannover to recently captured airbases on the Kerch Peninsula.
Alarm sweeps Whitehall as news is received that Portuguese Guards have occupied Capetown. To
add to the concern, the Japanese carriers “Shoho” and “Zuiho” repeat their air attack on Fremantle
harbour, sinking the light cruisers “Carlisle” (damaged in the previous attack) and “Curlew”. How
can the Commonwealth meet these multiple threats?
Impulse 2 (Allies)

Air attack on Kiel

While OKH is focussed on the land battles in the east, the Allies concentrate on naval power. They
begin the long planned “Operation Thunderflash” , aimed to eliminate the German surface fleet as a
threat to world shipping. It is seen as a vital prelude to the campaign for Europe.
The British Plymouth fleet (except the carriers) moves to the Bay of Biscay. The carriers join with the
US Belfast fleet in the North Sea. Once there, the “Saratoga”, “Ranger”, “Ark Royal”, “Furious” and
“Victorious” (the air wings of the “Indomitable”, “Illustrious”, “Eagle” and “Courageous” are held in
reserve) all launch their planes and hundreds of fighter and bombers head for the main German
naval base at Kiel. There they are met by even more Allied planes – 600 Catalinas, Mariner flying
boats and British Mosquitos, Sunderlands and Beaufighters.

Following Operation Thunderflash, the Kriegsmarine has been temporarily crippled, although it is still a
serious threat. But with still uncommitted aircraft in the Allied carrier fleet, the battle may not be over.

The Luftwaffe is prepared, although not perhaps for such an onslaught. What is more important is
that apparently the radar stations set up along the coast have done their work – the Allies are
detected early and are jumped by the defenders (Surprise rolls again a depressing Allies 4, Axis 9).
FW 190 fighters sweep the Allied defenders out of the way, shooting down hundreds of Mosquito IIs
and only driven back by Swordfish from the “Victorious” (though they do eliminate the carrier borne
torpedo bombers). With hostile territory below, any pilots who survive the loss of their aircraft will
be spending years in the new Stalag Luft set up to hold Allied airmen. However there are simply too
many bombers to be stopped. Several squadrons of Me 210 fighters are lost trying to stem the tide
but Reichsmarschall Goering realises it is now up to the anti-air crews. 88mm installations around
the navy base add their fire to the ship borne defence and some Allied planes are forced to ditch
their bombs and torpedoes early, but the bulk of the attackers get through.
As the Allies fly home, Grossadmiral Raeder adds up the damage. The battleship “Gneisenau” is the
most serious loss – it has been sunk but luckily is in shallow water and may be salvaged, though it
will be at least a year before it will be ready for duty. The light cruiser “Nurnberg” survived a near
fatal hit but while the damage parties were extinguishing the fires it was hit again and promptly
exploded. The “Scharnhorst” is badly damaged and the “Bismark”, “Graf Spee” and “Prinz Eugen”
will not be able to conduct any operations for months. While the losses are severe, the Admiral
believes the Kriegsmarine has been lucky.

The build up of US forces
in Portugal continues –
transport ships land antiaircraft and anti-tank
divisions in Lisbon, and
crates containing P-39L
fighters are quickly
unloaded and the planes
assembled ready for use.
There is a hive of activity
on the US east coast,
with dozens of
troopships loading
infantry ready for the
trans-Atlantic voyage. In
addition, long range
planes start to rebase
through Iceland, heading
for the United Kingdom.

General Clark moves his headquarters to Dublin. The battleship squadron (“North Carolina”, “Texas”
and “Arkansas”) based at Lisbon escorts transports across the Atlantic to the coast where crated P38 “Lightning” fighters are loaded.
In southern Africa, an Indian motorised corps moves from Pretoria to Mozambique to deny the
Japanese an easy landing point.
STAVKA still struggles to maintain a defence. Hundreds of thousands of troops mobilised in the rear
areas start the long march to the front. A skeleton force (the 8th Army) is left to garrison Stalino,
while Novgorod is abandoned. Hundreds of Yak-1 and I-17 fighters rebase to Kursk, hoping to at
least keep the Luftwaffe at bay, while a Pe-2 bomber wing moves to Kursk.
As a sign of the desperation in Moscow, industrial plant in Stalino factories is disassembled and
railed to Omsk. To allow Koniev to regain mobility, valuable reserve supplies are released to his
headquarters unit (5OPs).

Impulse 3 (Axis)

Wehrmacht skill amazes the world

Weather dr = 5

Rain, Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair

The VVS is has been forced to put its pilots in planes that are clearly not up to modern air combat.
As a result, hundreds of pilots are lost over Kiev attempting to hold back Stukas of the Regia
Aeronautica. The Bf 109E pilots easily outclass the elderly I-153 bi-planes though the Stukas are
unsuccessful in their mission.

Also unsuccessful is an attempt by Bf 110C fighter-bombers to disrupt Yeremenko’s headquarters in
the Causcasus, though the lack of Russian air cover means that this is a riskless operation.
All along the front German units manoeuvre into assault positions – there will be no lightning push
for a few more days. The Italians, however, rush troops through Eastern Persia to the Russian
border.
The first attack is in the north, about 300 kilometres west of Smolensk. German air-cover is provided
by FW 190G3 fighters, and they are able to hold off the Russian MiGs and SB-2 bombers. The
defenders are 2 cavalry units, rushed to plug the gap. They do have support in the form of a
Katyusha artillery division, and are able to hold off the German attack, inflicting losses on the XVI
Infantry Korps (2BPs). Both the 1st Guards and 1st Cavalry Armies survive, although immobilised for
now. The artillery is not so fortunate, being completely eliminated.

Finally Army Group South is ready for the assault on Kiev. As expected, the VVS commits hundreds
of planes to help the defence, and the Luftwaffe for once is unable to provide any fighter cover.
Despite this, the signal is given for the attack to begin. Russian hopes are high that the city will hold
out, perhaps for several more months. Two full armies with artillery support hold the city, but they
are overwhelmed by the skill of the generals leading the attack (Base +8, 3D10 dr=29!!!!!). All the
defenders die in the fall of the city, while the attackers suffer no casualties.
The Germans have a harder time when they set out to take Dnepropetrovsk. A bitter air battle
shows how much both sides value the city. The VVS loses some Yak-1 fighters and hard-to-replace
TB-3 heavy bombers (though half the pilots survive), while the Luftwaffe loses some Bf 109E7
Messerschmitts, luckily rescuing the pilots from enemy territory. The sacrifice of the Russians is not
in vain as they do force hundreds of Fw 200C and Ju 88A4 bombers to abort their mission. Once
again the Wehrmacht commanders ignore the lack of air support and commence the attack

regardless, and once again they are successful, though with considerable losses (3D10 dr = 15). The
Berlin militia is lost in the assault, but Russian losses are massive, with the 8th Army wiped out
together with the Kiev militia. To make matters worse, several squadrons of Pe-2 bombers were
trapped at the city airfield and destroyed, with their pilots also lost. The only consolation for the
Russians is that Feldmarschall von Rundstedt is forced to use his headquarters supply reserves to reorganise most of the units that took part in the assault.

West of Baku the superb level of German generalship is again on display. Although the local Russian
commander correctly anticipates an encirclement action and mounts a textbook mobile defence, the
skill with which the German troops carry out the manoeuvre leads to the complete destruction of
both the already weakened 8th Guards and the Mongolian cavalry (3D10 dr = 28!!!!)
The Italians continue to demonstrate incompetence in their attempts to assist the Axis cause.
Marines manage to get ashore about 450 kilometres west of Karachi, but even with the help of
bombardment from battleships off-shore they sustain such critical losses against the local peasants
that they will be out of action for weeks (4BPs on a 3D10 dr = 6).
The Japanese also carry out a naval landing, but the Imperial Guards, II Infantry and SNLF Division
are welcomed in Angola, where the Portuguese are still irate at the invasion of their homeland by
the Allies.
With new airfields now available for the Luftwaffe, Bf 110C fighter-bombers and Rumanian IAR
fighters rebase to Dnepropetrovsk.

Impulse 4 (Allies)

Help is on its way

The veteran US carrier “Hornet” leads a task force escorting troopships from the United States to the
seas off Cape St Vincent. Two full infantry corps are aboard, ready to land in Portugal. At the same
time, more loaded troopships leave the USA for the Bay of Biscay, where they join the massive Royal
Navy fleet which is already patrolling the area. The already impressive fleet is boosted by the arrival
of HMS “Implacable” with her full complement of “Albacore” torpedo bombers – she has been
ordered to escort General Clark and his headquarters as he moves to his new command in Portugal.

The brand new aircraft carrier HMS
“Implacable” (left) sails to join the
main British fleet in the Bay of Biscay.
The presence of her Albacore (above)
torpedo bomber squadrons will boost
the strike power of the fleet.
The US Navy is also active in the Pacific. The bulk of the Pacific fleet moves to the Solomons, moving
cautiously because of the presence of the Japanese naval base at Truk. A smaller fleet is sent to the
area around New Zealand, while a group of newly commissioned vessels leaves San Francisco and
sails west to Polynesia.
Although the Italian marines were badly mauled during their botched invasion west of Karachi, Lord
Mountbatten is concerned that the Italians may reinforce the bridgehead and expand east into India.
He orders the Dehli militia to rail from Calcutta to Karachi.
To try to deter Italian plans, the Bombay Fleet sallies to surprise the Italian force in the Arabian Sea.
Unfortunately Admiral Cunningham only deploys one cruiser to search for the enemy and as result
the Italians remain undetected.
The situation in Russia is still grim. The German successes have seen the Red Army decimated and
many cities are being threatened. Most at risk is Stalino, and the 3rd Guards Mechanised Army and
the 12th Army, which are being mobilised in the city, are railed to Tula and Tashkent respectively to
avoid being captured before they are ready for combat.
In the north of Russia, only the defenders of Pskov stand firm (perhaps less out of bravery and more
because the continuous rain means they cannot escape on the muddy roads). The rest of the
Northern Front moves slowly south east, anxious to protect the valuable tanks and mechanised units
that are STAVKA’s hope for a counter-attack. The only unit with different orders is the 4th Guards
Army which has been cut off by the fast moving German and Finnish pincer movement. It heads for
Leningrad.
In the south, the 4th Guards Tank Army races to Kharkov which was held by a single infantry unit.
While the tanks may be vulnerable in the streets of the city, they will at least force the Wehrmacht
to commit a large force if they wish to assault the industrial and transport hub. Elsewhere those

units in the rear move to the front, and those already at the front manoeuvre to block (or at least
slow) further German advances.
With German air defence weakened by the Luftwaffe’s efforts over Kiel, the Allies decide to
strategically bomb Hamburg. While the bombers have fitted extra fuel tanks to give them the range
to loop over Denmark, avoiding fighters along the coast, their escorting fighters are not so lucky.
The F4F-3 “Wildcats” are jumped over Amsterdam by a formation of Bf 109F2 Messerschmitts and
after a bitter dogfight are forced to abort their mission. It is a Pyrrhic victory for the Luftwaffe as
none of the German fighters survive (though the pilots are rescued). With no fighter cover for the
bombers, the Bf 110G pilots who scramble to meet the attack feel confident. But the multiple
Browning machine guns of the Vickers Wellington medium bombers are enough to drive off the
fighters and clear the way for the A-20A “Bostons”. Damage to the shipbuilding facilities is slight,
but the construction of some submarines will be delayed for several months.

The bombing of Germany’s armaments industry
begins as Wellington (above) and Boston A20 (right)
bombers team up to hit Hamburg’s submarine
construction facilities.
As the jubilant Allied aircrews return to their bases in south east England, they are further
encouraged by the sight of squadron after squadron of F6F-3 “Hellcats” and A-29 “Hudson” light
bombers arriving from the USA (via Iceland). It would seem that the Luftwaffe’s stranglehold over
Europe may be at an end.

Impulse 5 (Axis)

The Wehrmacht suffers its first setbacks in Russia

Weather dr = 6

Rain, Fair, Fair, Rain, Fair, Fair (2)

From their new base in Angola, Japanese troops move into Leopoldville and Windhoek. Whitehall,
already struggling to control naval threats all over the globe, now has the additional problem of
multiple land offensives against its core possessions in Africa and Asia. The problems are not going
to get easier – the IJN’s carrier “Ryujo” has been detected escorting fully laden troopships into the
Bay of Bengal. Spies in Singapore, from where the naval group departed, inform their contacts in
MI6 that the entire Japanese 14th Army is on board. Captain Kato Tadao is not satisfied with simply
performing escort duties – he orders his “Kates” to strike at the port of Tricomalee where they
damage the light cruiser “Adelaide”.
Mixed news is received from Admiral Cunningham in the Arabian Sea – scout planes from the
“Hermes” report that the main Italian fleet has fled the area, leaving only a lone cruiser to maintain
a presence. While pleased that the sea lanes to India have been cleared, there is disappointment
too – the Royal Navy is still looking for a major clash with the Regia Marina, hoping to eliminate its
ability to project Italian influence over the Indian Ocean.

British Intelligence sources have also intercepted orders sending the Italian V Corps from the Middle
East to Toulouse. Obviously the US build up in Portugal has been observed in Berlin and, with the
Wehrmacht fully committed to the destruction of the Red Army, Italy has been called on to bolster
the defences of Occupied France.

A Junkers 88A heads for
Kharkov to bomb the
defenders in preparation
for the ground assault

With rain continuing to pour down over more than half the Russian Front, OKH realises that there
may not be a lot more campaigning time before the onset of winter. There is an added sense of
urgency as waves of German bombers set off to hammer Russian defensive positions. Over Kharkov
VVS I-17s are easily driven off by Rumanian IAR 80s, and the 9th Guards Banner Army and the 3rd
Guards Cavalry are bombed into immobilised disorganisation by hundreds of Ju 88A4s. Attempts to
demoralise Marshal Zhukov’s headquarters and the 3rd Mechanised Army are less successful. While
the Hungarian “Hejjas” do eliminate the defending Mig1s, they lose all their planes (though the
pilots are recovered). The Stukas who reach the target must have been affected by the ferocity of
the air battle as their bombing runs are ineffective.
The Commander of the Caucasus Front, General Yeremenko, faces a massive attack from the south
(by the Turkish Army) and east (the Wehrmacht). It seems that he has overlooked the northward
progress of the combined German-Italian force in Persia and did not detect the threat from his flank.
As a result, the 4th Siberian Army, which could have reinforced Yeremenko’s headquarters, has been
left too far south. It is a costly mistake. Desperately trying to entrench, Yeremenko’s men are hit by
German spearheads and take enormous losses (4BPs). The entire formation is withdrawn to
Moscow to be rebuilt. Russian defences in the south are in tatters. The only Axis casualties are
taken by the III Turkish Corps (2BPs). (3D10 dr = 12)
The Kharkov Militia, which has been assigned
responsibility for the area northeast of the city, is hit
by German armour. Despite heavy Soviet air
support from Il-4 bombers and Pe -3bis fighters, the
ground troops are wiped out. Armour units achieve
a rare breakthrough, although 1 Panzer Division
does suffer minor losses (1BP). (3D10 dr = 18)
Although the succession of easy victories
continues, German losses are starting to
mount. A knocked out Sd.Kfz 222 Leichter
Panzerspahwagen of the 1st Panzer Division
remains as a testament to the resistance put
up by the Kharkov militia

Further south, General Guderian takes a gamble. He sends the 10th SS Panzer Division by itself to
attack the Stalino Militia which has been given the task of guarding some airfields east of that city.
With support from long range bombers based in the Crimea, the attack is a complete success. The
militia evaporate and the triumphant Germans celebrate by running their armoured vehicles over
hundreds of I-15bis fighter aircraft trapped on the ground. There is no news of the Russian pilots,
but none make it back to the Russian lines.

Factory components head east from Stalino, just ahead of the advancing German forces.
In Stalino itself, the news is just as bad for the Russians. A straightforward assault sees the 8th Army
lost and the city captured. Although some manufacturing plant has been moved out, there is still
sufficient equipment to allow the Germans to commence armaments production, should they
manage to free some engineers from combat duties to repair the facilities.
North of the Pripet marshes, the courageous efforts of the 1st Cavalry and 1st Guards Cavalry finally
come to an end. Rushed in as a stopgap to allow the rest of the Northern Front to withdraw in
order, the two cavalry corps have resisted every effort to force them from their forest bases. Now
the patience of General von Bock seems to have evaporated. Assaulted from 3 sides and with
streams of He 111H bombers attacking every centre of resistance, the outnumbered and outclassed
horsemen are obliterated. (3D10 dr = 20)
While the cavalry are fighting their last battle in the woods south of Vitebsk, west of the city the 5th
Army is also under attack. It attempts to withdraw but the opposing forces are too close and it is
forced to fight. Despite a vigorous defence (X Infantry Corps takes 2BP) it is completely crushed –
there are no survivors. (3D10 dr = 13)
For Army Group North, the road to Leningrad is open. The Finns have linked up with their German
allies and the only impediment is the Russian force left behind in the city of Pskov. The garrison has
orders from Stalin to hold out to the last man, and they intend to do just that. General von Manstein
orders an all out attack from all sides. Brand new formations of Do 217M bombers are assigned to
assist the assault, and there is an assumption that the city will fall easily. But the Germans have not
taken into account long range fighters and bombers based in the fortress city of Leningrad. The
Dorniers are all shot down by Pe- 3 heavy fighters, while squadrons of Il-4 bombers fly close ground

support. With the VVS dominating the air, and some uncharacteristically poor command (3D10 dr =
13) the attack is thrown back, with the LXII Infantry Korps destroyed and all other units involved
(including General von Manstein’s own headquarters unit) totally exhausted and unfit for further
action. The cheers of the defending 22nd Army are muted, however – the entire anti-tank unit has
been lost, and the city is cut off and surrounded by hostile troops.

The 22nd Army still holds Pskov, despite being assaulted from all sides by massive forces
Impulse 7 (Allies)

Pretoria reinforced

Admiral Cunningham manages to locate the lone Italian cruiser in the Arabian Sea, but unfortunately
for his hopes of a minor victory the Italian spotters are far more effective and by the time the British
fleet arrives the cruiser is long gone. Nevertheless, a group of troopships are able to leave Bombay
and sail for the coast of Africa, where a Bombay militia unit lands in Pretoria. The troopships remain
offshore.
With Kiel now completely defenceless, the remaining carriers in the North Sea send in a second
wave of planes as phase 2 of Operation “Thunderflash”. The attack has only limited success but the
“Bismark” is badly damaged and will need extensive repairs.
Several American units land Portugal, and trainloads of troops arrive on the US Atlantic coast, ready
for overseas deployment.
As usual, the Red Army pulls back again, desperately trying to save enough units to block the
German advance.
Turn ends on 1, 10 rolled

Impulse 9 (Axis)

Kharkov falls

Weather dr = 9

Storm, Rain, Rain, Storm, Fair, Fair (2)*

The first autumn storms sweep over Europe, prompting cries of anguish from Berlin. Not only will
the muddy conditions slow the advance into Russia, but any attacks will be handicapped. Careless
talk also reveals to the Russians details of a secret German plan. The 2nd Mechanised Division, which
has cleared the Caucasus Mountains, had planned to race for an undefended Stalingrad, thereby
cutting off supply to the whole of the Caucasus Front. Unfortunately the state of the roads now
prohibits any such adventure.
Initial reports for the month again reveal that the Royal Navy is too stretched to defend vital assets.
The Japanese light cruisers “Kiru” and “Mutsu” leave Angola and race to the Mozambique Channel,
where they quickly locate and sink the troopships that had landed reinforcements for Pretoria. The
loss of yet more troopships will limit the Commonwealth’s ability to respond to Japanese expansion.
Perhaps provoked by the presence of an American fleet so close to their main overseas naval base,
the Japanese main carrier fleet sallies from Truk, escorted by hundreds of G3M2 “Nells”. However,
despite the availability of hundreds of planes to search the area, neither fleet locates the other.

German infantry
clear out pockets of
resistance in
Kharkov. With the
defenders already
demoralised by the
Ju 88A4 attacks, the
fall of the city is a
foregone conclusion.

Operations in Russia are limited, but the troops massed around Kharkov believe that even in the rain
they can take the city. They are proved right, as even though the garrison consists of the famed 9th
Guards Banner Army and the 3rd Guards Cavalry, resistance is minimal due to their complete
disorganisation from the earlier bombing. No-one escapes the fall of the city- not even the pilots of
some Il-4 bombers who see their precious planes destroyed at the local airfield.
At Vitebsk, the 4th Cavalry is overwhelmed, outnumbered more than 30 to 1. Hopes that the stormy
weather can save them from complete annihilation are shown to be optimistic.
Piaggio 108B bombers based in the Persian town of Bandar Shah take off to demonstrate to Stalin
that none of his factories are safe. They hit the mobilisation area of Tashkent, severely disrupting
the preparations of the 1st Motorised Army.
Turn ends on 3, 8 rolled

Impulse 11 (Allies)

Defeat in the Solomons

In the Solomons, the Japanese and American carrier fleets both find each other and launch every
available plane. In a series of swirling dogfights above the opposing fleets, American losses are
heavy. It would appear that the Japanese pilots are more experienced as dozens of F4F-3 fighters
are lost, taking their pilots with them. The “Nells” are forced to return to base, and both sides pull
back some fighters, but the losses mount as the remaining fighter groups manage to penetrate the
bomber formations. Both sides see torpedo bomber units wiped out – the Japanese losing B5N1
“Kates”, the Americans TBD “Devastators”.

USS Enterprise is on the
horizon as the sky is filled
with anti-aircraft bursts.
The Battle of the Solomons
demonstrates to the US
Navy that the Japanese
carriers are a potent
threat, and that the ships
still being completed in the
Los Angeles yards are
desperately needed to
achieve parity in the air.

No American bombers get through the fighter screen, but many Japanese planes push their attack
through. Some are forced to ditch their payload, but they manage to damage the carrier
“Lexington” and drive the light cruiser “Columbia” back to port.
Although the crippled “Lexington” will not be able to
launch its fighters, the Americans decide to stand and
fight, hoping that they can inflict comparable losses on
the Japanese, and perhaps even force a surface battle. It
is an unwise decision. Once again the Japanese
dominate the air, shooting down some SBD-4
“Dauntless” dive bombers and brushing aside the fighter
The final moments of the aircraft carrier
defence. They concentrate on the carriers and again hit
“Lexington”, in flames after successive
the “Lexington”. The damage crews cannot handle the
attacks by Japanese aircraft.
additional fires created and the order is given to abandon
ship. It seems this was too late for the pilots of the doomed carrier’s air wing as they perish with
their F4F-3s. The carrier “Wasp” is also hit but manages to survive as does the light cruiser
“Marblehead”. The Americans withdraw to regroup and wait for replacement aircraft and ships
from the USA. In view of their poor performance in the battle, it is decided not to replace the lost
aircraft models – new designs will be adopted.

An attempt by a fleet of fast USN cruisers to catch a group of Japanese amphibious landing craft and
troopships in the Cape Basin fails, as does another search by the Royal Navy in the Arabian Sea.

The situation in southern Russia, before the Red Army moves to block the German spearheads. It
seems only a halt in the advance (and the onset of winter) can save the USSR from total defeat.
Russian troops, slogging through the rain to new defensive positions, know that the only hope is for
a break in the German assault. The disastrous losses of the past few weeks have stretched the Red
Army to breaking point and reinforcements are desperately needed. As the Soviet formations
wearily start to dig in at yet another defensive position, cheers break out. Scouts report that the
German spearheads have stopped!
Turn ends on a 5, 3 rolled. No change to Initiative, remains +1 Allies

Partisans
Partisan dr = 8 Greece
France
Yugoslavia
India

Partisan number = 6
Partisan number = 15
Partisan number = 9
Partisan number = 6

Garrison = 6
Garrison = 19
Garrison = 9
Garrison = 4

Auto fail
Auto fail
Auto fail
dr = 1 so 1 Partisan

Lord Linlithgow’s premonition of trouble in the Raj is proved to be correct. A rebel group with
Japanese sympathies seizes the city of Dacca. While the uprising is serious enough, more worrying is
the fact that the rail supply to Burma runs through the city. As a result, the frontline troops are
forced to rely on sea supply, which, given the current IJN dominance of the Indian Ocean, is
unreliable.

Return to base
Having failed in their attempt to cripple Japan’s troop carrying capacity, the forward US fleet rebases
to Adelaide. The British carrier “Implacable” (with a cruiser escort), accompanies the “Queens” to
Freetown, Liberia.
A group of troopships remains in the Bay of Biscay, keeping the Allied force in Portugal supplied. Air
cover is provided by squadrons of Beaufighters.

A Bristol Beaufighter prepares to
take off from its base in Cornwall,
ready to provide protection from the
Luftwaffe’s “Condors” for Allied
supply ships in the Bay of Biscay.

The vast fleet that had been operating in the North Sea splits in two. The US ships head for Scapa
Flow, while the Royal Navy ships move to Plymouth.

Production

Germany
Italy
Japan
UK
Canada
Australia
India
France
China
USA
USSR

Base
(Resource/Oil)
29/10 (34Fact)
9/2 (11Fact)
11/5 (18Fact)
11/7 (17Fact)
2
1
2
4
24/20 (40Fact)
14/2 (21Fact)

Imports

PPs

Multiple

BPs

+1

35
11
16

1.25
1.25
1.25

44
14
20

17
2
1
2

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

3
1
3

4
40
17

.75
1
1

3
40
17

+1
+2

+1

Stored
Oil
+4
+2
+1

Trade

Losses/
Enemy*

+3

21
3
1
3
-/1

+4
+2

Total
BPs
44
14
20

29/1

4
40
47

*Losses: in Home Country, receive ½ of all BPS lost defending, ¼ of all BPS lost attacking
*Enemy: receive 1BP if an enemy unit in Home Country at Production phase
Germany
(44BP)

Germany continues to review its production priorities, and many aircraft lines are
discontinued
Scrap

3xLND3
2xLND2
2xFTR2

2xHe 111H, Ju 86G
Fokker CX (Finnish), IAR 37 (Rumanian)
IAR 80 (Rumanian), PZL P.24 (Turkish)

On map

Repair

ARM 1st Division (1)
MECH IX SS (1)
3xINF X (2), XVII (2), 3rd (Turkish) (2)

(8BP)

(XXVI INF is not repaired and sent to Nurnberg for rebuild)
On chart

Dresden
Breslau
Nurnberg
Prague
Dusseldorf
Koln
Essen
Berlin
Liepzig
Hannover
Prague
Hamburg

CAV
SS “Maria Theresia”
MECH L
ENG VI Panzer Division
INF
XXVI
ARM XXIV
FTR2 FW 190A5
MOT 1st Division
FTR2 Bf 109E2 “Emil”
MOT 8th SS Division
LND4 He 177
FTR2 Bf 109G1 “Gustav”
MOT VI SS
LND4 Ju 88A4
MECH 7th Division
MECH LVI
2xSUB
3xPilots

(19BP)

Ju 88A aircraft roll off a Liepzig
production line (left), while, in the
countryside near Dresden, (right)
horsemen of the SS “Maria Theresia”
Division complete their training.

Start

Ankara
Essen
Hamburg
Koln
Helsinki
Essen
Berlin
Prague
Berlin
Hannover
Breslau
Kiel

INF
Guards (Turkish)
FTR2 FW 190A2
ASW from const
FTR3 Me 110G
FTR2 Me 109F2
FTR2 Fokker D.XXI
LND4 He 177
FTR2 He 100
ARM XLVII (1)
MIL
Berlin (2)
INF
LXII
INF
XXXIII
SUB
Milch Cow (from const)
3xPilots

(18BP)

Italy
(14BP)

On map

Repair

MAR

Marine (4)

On chart

Rome
Milan

2xINF
HQ(I)
LND4
LND3
Pilot

I, XXVI (2)
Cavallero
P108B “Piaggio”
Z1018 “Leone”

Milan

Start

Japan
(20BP)

Taranto

ASW from const
TERR Tanganyika
GARR XV
Pilot

(4BP)

(6BP)

(4BP)

Japan also reviews its aircraft designs, and decides that some are unsuitable for
modern naval air combat
Scrap

2xCVP1

2xB5N1

On chart

Fukuoka
Tokyo
Kyoto

2xCVL “Taiho”, “Chitose” (1)
CA
“Kinugasa” (.5)
NAV4 H8K2 “Emily”
MAR LG
INF
17th
TRS
(.5)
SUB
GARR 43rd
2xPilots

Osaka

(9BP)

Japan continues to strengthen her navy. A6M3 fighters for the carrier fleet (left) are lined up outside
a Nagoya factory and the heavy cruiser “Kinugasa” (left) starts her sea trials off the coast off Tokyo.
Start

Tokyo

ART

105mm Flak
BB
“Musashi” from const (.5)
CA
“Kumano” from const (.5)
CP
Nagoya
2xCVP A6M3, B5N1 (2)
Sapporo
ASW from const
Osaka
TRS
from const (1)
Fukuoka
MIL
Fukuoka
GARR Portuguese
2xPilots

(11BP)

USSR
(47BP)

Pilot

39th
3rd Guards
Timoshenko
2nd
2nd Siberian, 4th Siberian, 3rd Guards
3rd Guards
3rd, 3rd Guards
4th Guards
Rokossovsky
Yeromenko
6th
50th
Mountain Div
1st, 11th
29th
1st
12th
33rd
40th, 54th, 60th
1st Guards, 2nd Guards, 3rd Guards
(29BP)

Moscow

INF
INF
INF
INF
MOT
INF
MOT
MOT

3rd (2)
5th (2)
8th Guards (2)
51st (2)
6th (2)
59th (2)
4th (3)
2nd (3)

On chart

ChungKing
SiAn

ENG
MIL

8th Division
SiAn

Start

ChungKing

MECH 3rd (2)

(4BP)

On chart

London

MTN XVIII
HQ(I) Alexander
HQ(A) Wavell
FTR3 Mosquito Mk II
FTR3 Mosquito Mk IV
INF
II
INF
V
ART
4.5” Artillery
2xLND4 Halifax, Lancaster (2)
2xPilots

(12BP)

On chart

Leningrad
Tula
Kalinin
Moscow

Yaroslavl
Gorki
Krasnodar
Stalingrad
Saratov
Tashkent
Novosibirsk
Vladivostok

Start

Leningrad
Tula
Yaroslavl
Gorki
Stalingrad

China

C/Wealth
(21BP)

Birmingham
Manchester

INF
MECH
HQ(I)
INF
3xINF
MOT
2xARM
MECH
HQ(A)
HQ(I)
INF
INF
MTN
2xINF
INF
MOT
INF
INF
GARR

(18BP)

Start

London
Portsmouth
Manchester
Birmingham
Pretoria

India
(3BP)

On chart

Bombay

Start
Canada

MOT XVIII (2)
FTR3 Whirlwind
TRS
from start
2xLND4 Lancaster Mk I, MK III (2)
FTR2 Spitfire VC
FTR2 Spitfire II (South African)
Pilot
BB

“Royal Oak”

TERR

Indian (2)

On chart

Halifax

TRS

Start

Montreal

MECH 3rd Canadian (2)

(9BP)

(3BP)

(3BP)

A Canadian manufactured RAM Mk 1
cruiser tank (left) destined for the 3rd
Canadian Mechanised Corps.

Australia

On chart

USA
(40BP)

On chart

GARR 3rd Australian

Washington

Detroit
Boston
New York
Minneapolis
Los Angeles

San Francisco
Seattle

Start

Seattle
Boston
LA
Minneapolis
Chicago

FTR2 P-39L “Airacobra”
CAV
2nd Cavalry
2xMTN IV, XXIX (2)
PARA XXXX
ARM XIX
4xTRS (2)
2xAMPH (2)
FTR2 P-47B “Thunderbolt”
2xHQ(A)Eisenhower, Bradley (2)
2xLND4 2xB24D “Liberator” (2)
2xCVL “Cowpens”, “Monterey” (1)
5xCV “Intrepid”, “Essex”, “Hornet II”,
“Bunker Hill”, “Lexington II” (2.5)
BB
“Iowa” (.5)
2xCA “Canberra”, “Boston” (1)
2xAMPH (2)
2xPilots
(24BP)
3xCVP SBD-1, 2xF4F-4 (3)
TRS
from const (1)
2xCVL “San Jacinto”, “Princetown” from const
LND4 B-24D “Liberator”
2xLND3 B-25C “Mitchell”, B-26B “Marauder”
ARM XXV (2)
6xPilots
(16BP)

September/October Losses
Germany

INF
MIL
FTR3
FTR2
FTR2
FTR2
LND3
CL (sunk)
BB (bottomed)
BB (damaged)
BB(damaged)
Pilot

LXII (7-4)
Berlin (7-3)
Me 210 (4-*-3-1)/8
Bf 109E7 (6-*-1-*)/3
Bf 109F2 (6-*-*-*)/3
Hejja (Hungarian) (4-*-2-1)/4
Do 217M (4-2-4-5)/9
“Nurnberg” (2-7-2-1)6/2
“Gneisenau”
“Bismark”
“Scharnhorst”

3BP
2BP
3BP
2BP
2BP
2BP
3BP
2BP
3BP
2BP
2BP
2BP

Battlefield replacements
ARM
MECH
3xINF

1 Panzer Division
IX SS
X (2), XVII (2), III (Turkish) (2)

1BP
1BP
6BP

XVI (2)

2BP

Rebuild
INF

Strategic Bombing
SUB (Hamburg)

1BP

Total German losses = 39BP
Italy

Battlefield replacement
MAR

Marine (4)

4BP

Total Italian losses = 4BP
Japan

CVP1
Pilot

B5N1

1BP
2BP

Total Japanese losses = 3BP
Total Axis losses = 46BP

C/wealth

CL (sunk)
CL (sunk)
CL (damaged)
TRS (sunk)

“Curlew” (1-8-1-0)5/2
“Carlisle” (1-8-1-0)5/2 (already damaged)
“Adelaide”
(0-10-1-0)4/3 (scrapped)

2BP
1BP
1BP
5BP

FTR3
CVP1
2xPilots

Mosquito (6-*-*-*)/9
Swordfish (0-3-*-*)/2 (scrapped)

3BP
1BP
4BP

Total Commonwealth losses = 17BP
USA

CV (sunk)
CV (damaged)
CL (damaged)
CP
Tanker
CVP0
3xCVP1
3xPilots

“Lexington” (3-5-3-4)6/4
“Wasp”
“Marblehead”

F4F-3 (3-*-*-*)/5
TBD (2-*-2-1-*)/3, SBD-4(1-4-1-*)/2, F4F-3 (3-1-*-*)/4

6BP
2BP
1BP
1BP
1BP
3BP
6BP

Total US losses = 20BP
USSR

4xMIL
7xINF

6xCAV
MOT
ART
5xFTR2
LND3
2xLND4
4xPilots

Kiev (5-2), Kharkov (5-2), Dnepropetrovsk (3-2),
Stalino (3-3)
8BP
3rd (5-3), 5th (5-3), 8th (4-3) (scrapped), 59th (5-3),
8th Guards (6-4), 9th Guards Banner (8-4),
4th Division (2-3)
20BP
1st (3-4), 2nd (2-5) (scrapped), 4th (2-4) (scrapped),
1st Guards (4-5), 3rd Guards (3-5), Mongol (3-5)
12BP
th
4 (7-4)
4BP
45mm AT (2-3) (scrapped), 122mm Art (4-2),
Katyusha (4-3)
13BP
Yak-1 (5-*-*-*)/4, I-16(SPB) (3-1-1-*)/3, I-153 (4-*-1-*)/3
MiG-1 (4-*-*-*)/3, I-15bis (3-*-1-*)/3 (all scrapped)
10BP
Il-4 (3-2-4-5)5E
3BP
TB-3 (1-x-3-7)/11, Pe-8 (4-1-3-6)/17
8BP
8BP

Rebuild
HQ(I)
MECH
MOT

Yeremenko (Moscow)
4th Guards (Moscow)
1st (Tashkent)

4BP
4BP
1BP

Strategic Bombing
MOT

1st (Tashkent)

Total Russian losses = 96BP
Total Allied losses = 133BP

1BP

